Ultrasound screening for complications in twin pregnancy.
In the decades since the introduction of ultrasound into routine obstetric practice, the advantages of ultrasound have moved beyond the simple ability to identify multiple pregnancies antenatally to the possibility of screening them for fetal anomalies, pre-eclampsia, preterm birth, and the complications specific to monochorionic pregnancies. Screening studies have often excluded twins because physiological differences impact on the validity and sensitivity of the screening tests in routine use in singletons, and therefore, the evidence of screening performance in multiple pregnancy lags behind the evidence from singleton pregnancies. In general, most pregnancy complications are more common in twin pregnancy, but screening tests are less accurate or well validated. In this review article we present the current state of the evidence and avenues for future research relating to the use of ultrasound and screening for complications in twin pregnancies, including the monochorionicity-related pathologies, such as twin-twin transfusion syndrome, selective growth restriction, twin anaemia-polycythaemia sequence and twin reversed arterial perfusion sequence.